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3D character 
creation for 
both Games 
and VFX





We also work on cinematic 
trailers for games like League of 
Legends, Valorant and TV series 
like Fear the Walking Dead.



We are a character focused 
company, specializing in 

custom metahumans





The Problem



83% of African American Teens 
report playing videogames



85% of Black gamers believe video 
games poorly represent textured hair.



Black Hair in Video 
Games Is Terrible.



What is 
authenticity



Authenticity 
is how 
truthfully 
and 
accurately 
we present 
Black hair.



What is 
representation?



We might think that an afro is enough to 
represent all POC players, but that’s a 
generalization and can often be more 
negative than no representation at all.



Why does this 
matter to me?







Technical 
limitations



1.Computing 
power.



2. Workflow 
inefficiencies





The state of 
Black hair today





We need to fix Black 
Hair in Video Games



Now the 
community 
relies on 
Mods









Why is there a lack of 
authentic representation of 

Black hair in games?



74% of developers want to play a role in 
promoting better representation of 

textured hair in video games and learn 
how to code textured hair.

1. Lack of documentation



Nearly 9 in 10 developers agree there should be 
more resources available to enable them to 

code Black hair textures that realistically 
represent real-world styles.

1. Lack of documentation





2. Lack of 
access to 
diverse dev 
teams







Twist Out





Clump Modifier Wavy Hair Pattern Noise Mask





What can we do 
to solve this?

















T H A N K  Y O U !
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